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Abstract—With the ongoing evolution of cyber-physical sys-
tems (CPS) new methods are required to deal with complexity.
The concept of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE)
appears to be a promising approach, even though the common
paradigm of object modelling poses a challenge for stakeholders
from different domains. To better enable stakeholder integration,
in recent past the concept of Domain Specific Systems Engineer-
ing (DSSE) has been proposed. This concept aims at establishing
a modelling approach around domain specific viewpoints and
model kinds. The DSSE approach could have been validated in
different domains so far.

To enable the integration of systems from different domains
into System-of-Systems (SoS), this paper contributes conceptual
thoughts on how to extend the DSSE approach for application
in System-of-Systems Engineering (SoSE). For this purpose, the
paper first gives a brief summary on the core concepts of
DSSE. Further, a case study is realized to learn about the needs
and limitations when it comes to extending DSSE for System-
of-Systems Engineering. Finally, identified research items are
discussed in more detail and an outlook to our future work is
presented.

Index Terms—Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE),
System-of-Systems Engineering (SoSE), Domain Specific Systems
Engineering (DSSE)

I. INTRODUCTION

Driven by innovation in various fields, development and
deployment of cyber physical systems CPS as integrations of
computation and physical processes [1] proceed with fast pace.

Following the definitions given by Haberfellner et al. [2],
one could argue that technical systems evolve from compli-
cated into complex systems. Moreover, individual systems can
participate in System-of-Systems (SoS) as characterized for
example by Maier and DeLaurentis [3], [4].

Asides the promising capabilities of CPS, some critical
aspects need to be taken into account. From a control systems
perspective, the ongoing trend towards “fully automated” rep-
resents closed-loop scenarios with no human control instance
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as fall-back scenario anymore. Consequently, such systems are
challenged by extensive dependability requirements.

Today, when it comes to dealing with dependability in
complex systems, the need for modelling is consent within
the Systems Engineering (SE) community. The utilization
of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) in real-life
projects, however, stays behind expectations for several rea-
sons. For example, as criticized by Jean-Marie Favre, concep-
tual descriptions on the application of models stay rather vague
and core concepts for modelling lack a definition through
precise models [5]. A different point of view is taken by
Edward Lee who argues that “the role that models play in
engineering is different from the role they play in science, and
that this difference should direct us to use a different class
of models, where simplicity and clarity of semantics dominate
over accuracy and detail” [6].

The contrast of these statements can be resolved by the
premise that different models are intended to serve a differ-
ent purpose. Thus, further differentiation between modelling
approaches and models is necessary. Douglas C. Schmidt, for
example, differentiates between modelling of “solution space“
and “problem space“ [7]. On this basis he argues the need for
modelling technologies that combine the following:

• “Domain-specific modelling languages whose type sys-
tems formalize the application structure, behaviour, and
requirements within particular domains [...]” [7, p.25]

• “Transformation engines and generators that analyse
certain aspects of models and then synthesize various
types of artefacts [...]” [7, p.25]

The discussion on utilization of models is further enriched
by Kent who argues that the aspects of architecture, analysis
and process can not be divorced and need to be considered
in combination [8]. Kent further identifies the availability
of appropriate tooling as crucial prerequisite for efficient
engineering and thus, as critical factor.

An attempt to bring the different, mentioned aspects to-



gether is the concept of Domain Specific Systems Engineering
(DSSE). Originating from the Smart Grid application domain,
this approach aims at enabling stakeholder participation on the
one hand and whilst maintaining a certain degree of rigor on
the other hand [9]–[12].

Work on the DSSE approach has started in early 2013 and
asides conceptual considerations numerous individual aspects
were targeted. Some selected aspects are for example the
integration of critical characteristics such as privacy [13]–[15]
or security [16]–[18], modelling of business aspects [19], and
the development of holistic tool support [13], [20].

From today’s perspective the DSSE approach appears to
be a step in the right direction. The main artefact originating
from this research, the publicly available SGAM Toolbox1 is
used in several research and industrial projects. Furthermore,
the concept of DSSE could have been successfully transferred
to other domains such as Smart Cities [21], Automotive [22],
[23], and Industry 4.02 [24]–[26].

One of the cornerstones of the DSSE approach is the
integration of a domain’s lingua franca within a generic MBSE
approach. Main emphasis here is put on domain specific
architecture viewpoints and model kinds, accompanied by a
generic process model and supported by adequate tool support
for modelling or evaluation.

The DSSE approach appears to be fine as long as systems
from one particular application domain are considered. The in-
volvement of individual viewpoints and model kinds, however,
make it hard when it comes to integration of individual systems
into System-of-Systems (SoS) as for example, a Smart Grid
architecture model will have other viewpoints than Automotive
architectural models. Consequently, this shortcoming in terms
of interoperability and compatibility poses an impediment
when it comes for example to investigations on how electric
vehicle charging behaviour will affect the overall Smart Grid
stability.

To deal with this shortcoming, this paper explores needs and
limitations when it comes to extending the DSSE approach to
System-of-Systems (SoS). For this purpose, this paper presents
a brief summary of the DSSE core concepts in Section II.
Subsequently, Section III describes the elaboration of an initial
case study that studies the integration of DSSE related models
from different domains. The results of this case study are used
to identify research items for this attempt which are discussed
in Section IV. Finally, Section V summarizes the presented
work and outlines our future work.

II. DOMAIN SPECIFIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (DSSE)

To foster the realization of dependability by design, the Do-
main Specific Systems Engineering (DSSE) approach focuses
on the establishment of a common system understanding of
all involved stakeholders from different disciplines. Thus, a
domain-specific Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE)
environment is developed consisting of

1www.sgam-toolbox.org
2www.rami-toolbox.org
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Fig. 1: DSSE modelling approach.

• Domain specific modelling framework
• Process model
• Integrated tool chain

In the following two sections first the modelling framework
is described in more detail, followed by a brief summary on
the implementation of this approach. As this approach is under
development since 2012, different publications exist on various
selected topics. A detailed explanation on the DSSE concept
as a whole can be found for example in [10], [11], [17].

A. Domain Specific Modelling Framework

As depicted in Figure 1, the DSSE approach provides a
modelling framework structured in three stages with explicit
model transformations in between.

The first stage (Analysis Model) aims at the establishment of
a common system understanding among different stakeholders.
For this purpose, well-established concepts from the applica-
tion domain (e.g., Smart Grids, Industry 4.0, Automotive, and
others) are exploited to derive particular viewpoints and model
kinds in accordance to ISO 42010 [27]. To avoid conflicts,
at this stage typically reference architecture models from
international standardization bodies such as the Smart Grid
Architecture Model (SGAM) [28] or Reference Architecture
Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI) [29], [30] serve as baseline.

The outcome of modelling at this stage is a clear description
of systems involved, their interfaces and associated require-
ments. Thus, this stage is mainly being used during early
development tasks such as requirements development, system
context analysis, or elaboration of an initial risk assessment.

After specification and validation of the system and its prop-
erties on the domain specific top level, a model transformation



takes place. During this step, the individual components of a
system are mapped to SysML blocks on the architectural level.

The intention of this level is to provide a structured frame-
work for decomposition of the system into its individual design
elements. The decomposition is intended to take place on
certain well-defined viewpoints. In DSSE as method of choice
the SPES methodology [31], [32] has been elected, which
covers an iterative decomposition process alongside the four
viewpoints Requirements, Function, Logical Architecture and
Technical Architecture. Similar to the domain-specific stage,
individual model kinds are specified for every viewpoint.
For example, the function viewpoint has been enriched with
the FAS methodology proposed by Weilkiens et al. to guide
function development [33].

The last refinement layer of the architectural model yields
a description of individual design elements with a clear spec-
ification of their requirements, functionality and interfaces.
These elements again are transformed into elements on the
last stage (“design elements”).

On design level, two cases can be separated. First, if the
design element is realized by software, a detailed design by
means of plain UML can be established. Or, in case of using
a specialized technology such as FREDOSAR3, a horizontal
DSL can be utilized to enable the generation of code or
modelling artefacts [34].

In the second case, when the design elements are realized
by hardware, the detailed specification can serve as input
for design engineers from different disciplines. A significant
benefit here is the integration of particular design parameters
within the particular Design Models (DM) which enables
traceability throughout the whole architectural model.

B. Implementation

The implementation of the DSSE concepts comprises a
process model, a Domain Specific Language (DSL) and a
modelling environment.

For the process model, the concepts of ISO 15288 [35] were
aligned with the modelling stages described before. A detailed
description of this process model can be found for example in
[11].

The modelling environment is implemented as Add-In for
the commercial modelling tools Enterprise Architect4 and
Rhapsody5. Backbone of this modelling environment is a
DSL, specified by a metamodel. This metamodel comprises an
abstract syntax model, a concrete syntax model and a semantic
model for every application domain. The implementation of
the DSL is done by means of the UML and SysML profile
mechanism. Furthermore, the implemented Add-Ins provide
a Graphical User Interface (GUI) together with several func-
tionality such as automated model transformations, diagram
generation, input- and output functionality, and others.

By now, the modelling environment has been instanti-
ated for four different application domains. In particular, the

3www.fredosar.org
4www.sparxsystems.com
5www.ibm.com

application domains Smart Grids, Industry 4.0, Automotive
Engineering, and Smart Cities are covered. For Smart Grids
and Industry 4.0 the implementation could have been done
in relation to concepts from standardization. In particular the
Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) and the Reference
Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI) were considered. In
the field of Automotive Engineering, no common reference ar-
chitecture could have been found. For this purpose on the one
hand the Automotive Reference Architecture Model (ARAM)
[22] has been developed and on the other hand, experiments
with Software Platform Embedded Systems (SPES) [31], [32]
take place. In the field of Smart Cities a reference architecture
model is currently being developed by the IEC Systems Com-
mittee on Smart Cities [36], [37] and the according toolbox is
developed in reference to this work.

Asides our own research, the proposed approach and es-
pecially the published toolboxes are being used in context of
scientific and industrial projects. It appears as if the concept
of “learning the stakeholder’s language” instead of forcing
stakeholders to learn languages such as SysML could help
raising stakeholder acceptance.

However, despite the promising results within individual
domains, the DSSE approach falls short when it comes to in-
tegration of systems (and models) from different domains. For
this reason, concepts are necessary that allow for compatibility
and interoperability between different domains as discussed in
the following sections.

III. CASE STUDY: ELECTRIC VEHICLE INTEGRATION IN
THE SMART GRID

To better understand challenges and needs for integrating
models from different domains, an initial case study has been
realized. This case study assumes a scenario where Electric
Vehicle (EV) models should be integrated with a Smart Grid
model to analyse possible emergent behaviour caused by
simultaneous charging. For this purpose, a scenario is assumed
where electric vehicles change their charging behaviour in
response to a price signal from the grid. The price signal
furthermore is calculated on basis of the electric load.

As this case study was intended to investigate mechanisms
for System-of-Systems (SoS) construction the models of both,
the Smart Grid and the electric vehicles are very limited. Also,
interoperability considerations have been limited to the two
aspects functionality and electric behaviour.

In the following, the key aspects of this case study are
summarized. A more detailed explanation of this case study
can be found in [23], further information on the aspect of
Co-Simulation is presented in [20].

As depicted in figure 2, the realized case study comprises
the three elements

• Smart Grid Model
• Electric Vehicle Model
• Co-Simulation environment
The model of the Smart Grid has been constructed in

reference to the SGAM and by utilization of the SGAM
Toolbox. It was limited to only one particular Low-Voltage
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Fig. 2: Setup of the initial case study.

string as part of the Distribution System. Furthermore, func-
tionality has been modelled that changes the tariff in respect
to the present electric load and communicates the change to
connected electric vehicles. The electric vehicles in that case
have been treated as flexible load.

The modelling of electric vehicles has been done on basis of
a combination of ARAM and SPES. Basically, the viewpoints
from Software Platform Embedded Systems (SPES) have been
combined with model kinds (and concerning model elements)
from ARAM [22]. The electric vehicles have further been
modelled from a functional and a technical perspective. The
functional perspective considers both, the communication with
the Smart Grid (tariffs) and a simple algorithm that decides if
charging should take place. The technical perspective covers a
variable electric behaviour in reference to the present charging
state.

To enable compatibility and interoperability between these
models, different adoptions were necessary. First, from a
semantic point of view, the individual interoperability layers
of the SGAM have been aligned with the SPES viewpoints
as depicted in Figure 3. This simple mapping already reveals
certain shortcomings of the SGAM, as for example no explicit
integration of requirements or cross-cutting concerns such as
security is mentioned. Also, the SGAM Function Layer does
not provide clear structure to analyze and develop functions,
rather it sticks to Use Cases without further explanation of de-
tailing. For this purpose, as second adoption, both metamodels
were extended with the Functional Architecture for Systems
(FAS) concept [33] to enable modelling of functionality.

In the technical viewpoint, a model kind “electric model”

SPES ViewpointsSGAM Interoperability
Layer

SGAM Interoperability
Layer

Business Layer

Function Layer

Information Layer

Communication Layer

Component Layer

Business Layer Function Layer Information Layer

Comm. Layer

Comp. Layer

Requirements Function Logical Architecture Technical Architecture

... ... ... ...

Fig. 3: Alignment of SGAM Interoperability Layers with
SPES Viewpoints.

has been integrated to enable an integration of electric be-
haviour. In this case study, however, this model was limited
to the electric power consumption.

All mentioned adoptions have been integrated in the con-
cerning metamodels of the SGAM respectively the SPES
toolbox and subsequently, the case study components could
have been modelled. These models furthermore could have
been used to generate individual simulators that were com-
bined within the MOSAIK Co-Simulation environment. To
enable the detection of emergent behaviour, varying number
of electric vehicles with a stochastic seed were generated.
As mentioned above, more detailed information about the
integration of DSSE based models with the MOSAIK Co-
Simulation can be found for example in [23] or [20].

The result of this case study was a successful demonstration
of emergent behaviour in context of electric vehicle charging.
Main focus of this in-depth study, however, was to understand
the needs for adoptions of the DSSE approach in order to
be used in System-of-Systems (SoS). The following Section
summarizes the main findings and discusses particular needs
identified during execution of this case study.

IV. ADOPTING DSSE TO SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

To enable a better understanding and development of
System-of-Systems (SoS) architectures, establishment of inter-
operability and compatibility between models from different
application domains is imperative. For this purpose, the dif-
ferent realizations of DSSE need to be examined to separate
generic and domain specific aspects. As depicted in figure 4,
this analysis can be separated into the four dimensions

• Semantics
• Processes
• Methods
• Models and Tools
In the following, a brief discussion on interoperability and

compatibility for these dimensions is given.

A. Semantics

During application of the DSSE approach in different do-
mains it came clear that a main barrier for model integration
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Fig. 4: Generalization of the DSSE Approach.

already can be found in the semantic dimension. Different
concepts such as the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)
or Software Platform Embedded Systems (SPES) make use
of similar aspects. For example, SGAM knows a Function
Layer that is intended to represent interaction of individual
components or subsystems. A similar concept can be found
within the SPES approach as Function Viewpoint which hosts
a functional decomposition.

Asides the ambiguous definitions and scope of different
viewpoints being used, also the terminology of particular
elements lacks the necessary rigor. For example, different
understanding exists already on basic elements such as Use
Cases, Functions or Actors. Especially between hardware and
software related disciplines major deviations exist. For ex-
ample, in mechanical engineering function development earns
major emphasize and functions are said to carry requirements.
In contrast to this, for software related disciplines a function
is understood as particular solution for a given requirement.

To enable a seamless integration of models a clear definition
of both, a common set of basis viewpoints and a common
set of model kinds (with well-defined modelling elements) is
required. Furthermore, similar to the ISO/OSI stack for com-
munication in the Internet, an explicit clarification is necessary,
which concepts (e.g. use cases, functions, requirements,...) are
to be considered in which viewpoint.

B. Processes

Asides the semantic alignment of viewpoints, model kinds
and fundamental modelling elements, processes for develop-
ment require alignment as well. ISO 15288 already delivers a
basic set of processes to be addressed in Systems Engineering.
However, there is no final answer available so far on how
to align development of individual systems and conduct their
integration into a superior SoS.

From today’s perspective, at least a process for specification
of SoS interactions should be mentioned explicitly, comple-

mented with validation aspects. As mentioned before, this
aspect remains open and is subject of ongoing research.

C. Methods

Another aspect that could be revealed is the existing
divergence in respect to the applied engineering methods.
Especially at early stages such as requirements engineering,
different approaches are being used. For example, in the
Smart Grid community a common approach to start is to
collect Use Cases on basis of the IEC 62559 Use Case
template as basis for eliciting requirements. In contrast, in
automotive engineering the starting point is the collection of
different functional and non-functional requirements which,
in accordance to SysML concepts, are further refined by
utilization of Use Cases. The degree of formalization here
also varies and reaches from informal concepts to strongly
formalized concepts such as the FAS method [33].

The different approaches being used results in ambiguous
understanding of basic modelling concepts. Clearly, there will
be no one-fits-all solution but in order to achieve interoper-
ability, at least a taxonomy of the individual elements being
used in varying methods would be useful.

D. Models and Tools

The last dimension to be considered is the question of
model and tool compatibility. In terms of models, today the
application of the DSSE approach to different domains yields
similar DSLs. In respect to their genesis in different research
projects, however, they are not compatible by nature and
individual adoptions are required. To ensure compatibility in
the future it will be necessary to develop a common basis that
covers the generic concepts on the one hand and delivers the
possibility for domain-specific extension on the other hand.

Asides the semantic and technical compatibility between
different models, the general question of distributed model
development needs to be answered as well. Today, imper-
fections in standards such as UML or SysML and different
interpretations of different tool vendors make it even hard
to access standard models with different tools. It is even
more challenging, to collaboratively develop a single model.
Attempts in this direction exist and progress is being made.
However, in the future concepts such as model slicing need
to gain maturity in order to share models or even pieces of
models for enabling System-of-Systems (SoS) considerations.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Evolution of System-of-Systems proceeds with fast pace
and holistic engineering concepts are required to enable the
integration of dependability by design. The paper at hands
aims at extending the Domain Specific Systems Engineering
approach for application in System-of-Systems Engineering.
Thus, after an initial discussion on the core concepts of DSSE,
basic needs and limitations for this attempt were studied by
elaboration of a first case study. This in-depth study reveals
an initial set of work items in the four dimensions semantics,
processes, methods, and models and tools.



Asides considerations on processes and methods, the initial
task for investigation is the definition of a common set of
generic viewpoints and model kinds as basis for semantic
interoperability. Further, a consolidation of different DSSE
related toolboxes is necessary to integrate these aspects and
validate the concept. In reference to this prioritization, our
present work concentrates on the development of a so called
Meta DSL. This Meta DSL is intended to enable the de-
velopment of interoperable modelling environments on basis
of common concepts. Having the possibility for integrating
models from different domains, explicit emphasis can be
put on the development of dedicated concepts that enable a
better understanding and architecting of dependable System-
of-Systems (SoS) architectures.
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